
Lessons 2, 3

Divide the words into syllables. Write the first syllable on the
first blank and the second syllable on the second blank.

wh i s t l e26.

t h imb l e27.

Proofread your work. 

Lesson 3

Diagramming Sentences
You have learned many things about words in sentences.

You can write good sentences. You know how 
to add describing words to nouns to make a sentence tell
how many or what kind. Each word in a sentence does 
a special job.

We can show what each word does on a diagram. Every
word in the sentence has a special place.

Say this word to someone.
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diagram (d8•ß•gr1m) a drawing showing how the parts of a 
sentence fit together
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A diagram for nouns, verbs, and describing words looks
like this:

noun                  verb

Put the main noun in the sentence first because it tells
what the sentence is about. Put the main verb beside the
noun because it tells what the noun did or was. Draw a line
between the noun and the verb. All the words that describe
the noun will go on the slanted lines under the noun.

Three little puppies sat.

puppies              sat

Write puppies on the first short line because it is the
noun. Write sat beside puppies because it is the verb and
tells what the puppies did. Write three and little on the
slanted lines under puppies because they describe and tell
how many and what size puppies.

Write the words on the diagrams.

Several black cats meowed.     1.
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Four little boys swam.     2.

Three strong elephants pulled.     3.

WE REMEMBER

Draw a line from each le word to its pronunciation.

4.

Write phrases to answer the questions.

5. What are entry words?

6. What are two ways of communicating?
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ruffle byü•gßl

bugle p3•kßl

pickle rß•fßl

puzzle wh3•sßl

thimble pß•zßl

whistle th3m•bßl



Circle true or false.

7. The title Roxie’s Wagon is written correctly.

true          false

8. The Day James and I Went to the City would make a good title.

true          false

Read the sentence. Follow the directions.

The six little rabbits slept.

9. Put a dot above the noun.

10. Put an x above the verb.

11. Put a box above the describing word that tells what size.

12. Put a line below the describing word that tells how many.

The cursive capital M lives on two spaces. It touches the
headline and the baseline and joins to lowercase letters. It
begins with a loop like the cursive capitals K and H.

CLE Penmanship

w

M M
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Trace the strokes and letters. Write the cursive capital and
lowercase M four times in your notebook.

13. M   M   m   

Trace the letters and words. Write each one twice in your
notebook. Write each lowercase letter once.

14. K   H   ËÑïÖ˜çôÖûë   ŒœÄÆ§Æ§Ö¥Ï

SS--PP--EE--LL--LL--II--NN--GG

It is important to understand the meanings of words. If
you know what a word means, you can use it when you
communicate with people.

If you do not know what a word means, you
may find the word in the dictionary. Read the
meaning and think how you could use the 
word in a sentence.

Write a spelling word for each meaning. Divide the words
into syllables.

15. something to put on your finger to push the needle when sewing
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16. to complain

17. something that gives light when burning

Write a spelling word that rhymes with each word.

18. trickle muzzle

19. laughter printer

Lesson 4

More Sentence Diagrams
Diagrams help us understand how words in a sentence fit

together.

Nouns and verbs make two-word sentences. Write them
on the top, straight line on a diagram. Write the describing
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words on the slanted lines under the nouns. They tell us
something about the noun in the sentence.

Put the words in the sentences on the diagrams.

1. The little boy limps.

2. Two fat robins chirped.

3. Several small eggs broke.

4. The three red tomatoes grew.

WE REMEMBER

Put quotation marks in the sentences.

5. The flowers in your flower bed are beautiful, said Joyce.

6. We planted them this spring, replied Susan. I like them too.
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Read the sentence. Follow the directions.

Two little tigers played in the sunshine.

7. Put an x above the action verb.

8. Put a dot above the main noun.

9. Circle the describing word that tells how many.

10. Box the describing word that tells what kind.

11. mr.           Mrs.           DR           Dr.           Mr.           Mrs

b b b b b b

Underline the sentences that tell what you should do if you
do not know a word.

12. Find the word in a dictionary.

13. Sound out the word.

14. Skip the word.
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Circle the abbreviations that are right.



Underline the sentences that are true about good titles.

15. Good titles tell how a story ends.

16. Good titles make the reader want to read the story.

17. Good titles should not have more than five words.

You have learned to write capital and lowercase letters in
cursive. You can write words and sentences in cursive.

When you write in cursive, do not lift your pencil until
you are finished writing a word. Remember to leave a space
between the words.

Trace the sentence below. Write it once in your notebook.

18. Œ‡ïÇúÑïÖûë ÄÖûÅîë ËÅÄÆ§ÑïÖûë ÇúáôÖ˜åïë
áôÖûë ÈÅÄáôÖûÑïë.

CLE Penmanship
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SS--PP--EE--LL--LL--II--NN--GG

Read the meanings below.
Find each number on the
Secret Code Wheel. Write 
the letters below the
numbers to spell some 
of your spelling words.

19. a season

23      9    14     20     5     18

20. a month

19       5       16       20       5       13       2       5       18

21. two birds 22.   one bird

7        5         5       19        5 7      15      15      19       5

23. something to blow

23     8    9   19   20   12     5
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24. something to put together 16        21       26      26      12      5

a a a a a a a a a a a

Dividing words into syllables helps you learn to spell.
That way, you can spell one part at a time. Then you put the
parts together to spell the whole word.

Write spelling words to finish the sentences.
Divide the word ending with le into syllables.

25. We will do this part                                                        .

26. You may go play                                                  you finish.

27. The Bible says not to hide a                                            under a 
bushel basket.

28. The                                             were eating the corn.

k k k k k k k
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